The history of vocabulary research has specified a rich and complex construct, resulting in calls for vocabulary research, assessment, and instruction to take into account the complex problem space of vocabulary. At the intersection of vocabulary theory and assessment modeling, this paper suggests a suite of modeling techniques that model the complex structures present in vocabulary data in ways that can build an understanding of vocabulary development and its links to instruction. In particular, we highlight models that can help researchers and practitioners identify and understand construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant aspects of assessing vocabulary knowledge. Drawing on examples from recent research and from our own three-year project to develop a standardized measure of language and vocabulary, we present four types of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) models: single-factor, correlated-traits, bi-factor, and tri-factor models. We highlight how each of these approaches offers particular insights into the complex problem space of assessing vocabulary in ways that can inform vocabulary assessment, theory, research, and instruction. Examples include identifying construct-relevant general or specific factors like skills or different aspects of word knowledge that could link to instruction while at the same time preventing an overly-narrow focus on construct-irrelevant factors like task-specific or word-specific demands. Implications for theory, research, and practice are discussed.
Introduction
Vocabulary, "the body of words in a given language" [1] is a deceptively complex concept. The term 'vocabulary' can describe the words an individual recognizes (i.e., receptive vocabulary), the words an individual can produce and use (i.e., productive vocabulary), the words that are being learned (i.e., vocabulary learning), as well as the words outside of an individual's understanding. It can describe a broad group of words (i.e., general vocabulary) or a more specific set of words (i.e., academic vocabulary;) or a further specific domain of words (i.e., discipline-specific academic words like those used in science) or even a specific group of words (i.e., weather vocabulary). It can be described from a strength perspective (i.e., considering bilinguals' full range of word knowledge) or from a more deficit-based perspective (i.e., vocabulary gaps). Vocabulary can also describe word-specific knowledge (i.e., definitions, synonyms, antonyms, etc.) or word-general understandings and skills (i.e., metalinguistic awareness, morphological awareness, context clue skills, and word-problem solving). Given this variability, it is no surprise that a century of research has resulted in calls for vocabulary research, assessment, and instruction to take into account the complex problem space of vocabulary (see [2] for an overview). At the core, these conceptual papers call for considering what words, word knowledge, and tasks (i.e., written, oral, decontextualized, and embedded) are being used to explore vocabulary.
The current paper builds on this work of identifying the above complexities to argue that how we model the complexities matters in important ways. This is because innovative modeling techniques allow us to model complex structures that can help researchers and practitioners understand construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant aspects of assessing vocabulary knowledge. These different aspects have important consequences for understanding both how vocabulary develops in children and what is instructionally relevant versus less generative (i.e., construct-irrelevant). An example might be modeling vocabulary consisting of general vocabulary knowledge, specific types of knowledge (e.g., definitional, relational, etc.), and knowledge of either a specific task related to words (e.g., multiple choice vs completing a sentence) or a specific set of words (e.g., a group of words in a story).
In terms of understanding a child's vocabulary, modeling vocabulary in this way highlights the bigger picture, allowing one to parse a child's overall vocabulary knowledge from how comfortable they are performing certain cognitive tasks or how well they know a specific word or set of words. When thinking about links to instruction, a teacher might be encouraged to focus on broader construct-relevant components (i.e., building general vocabulary knowledge and doing this through designing activities that build specific types of knowledge like definitions or word relationships), but avoid over-focusing on tasks (e.g., teaching students to successfully figure out multiple choice questions) or on smaller sets of words (e.g., teaching the bold words from a story in the text).
As such, the goal of this paper is to present a modeling framework that can be used to separate out these various components of vocabulary knowledge. We begin by linking to the theory on why studying vocabulary is important. This identifies a rationale for modeling vocabulary in an accurate and detailed manner. Next, we highlight some of the complexities in the vocabulary problem space that such models help us to parse. We then explain how these models fit within the larger statistical landscape. Lastly, we present a set of models to consider when modeling vocabulary. We argue that modeling in this way can build an understanding of vocabulary and sort out construct-relevant structures (i.e., vocabulary relevant) from construct-irrelevant structures (i.e., those more specific to certain cognitive tasks or specific to certain words). For each model, we provide an illustration from the research that shows how such models help us in studying vocabulary. We finish by discussing how such models were pivotal in supporting our work developing a standardized, gamified measure of language and vocabulary for middle schoolers, which we call Monster, PI.
Why Vocabulary as It Relates to Language and Literacy
Theories of reading and writing agree on one thing: language provides the foundation for literacy [3] . Vocabulary, albeit narrowly, has often been used a proxy for language because both language and vocabulary emphasize the importance of meaning. Many broader language skills (i.e., phonology, syntax, morphology, and semantics) either are directly related to vocabulary (i.e., semantics and morphology) or can be found in models exploring vocabulary. For example, Perfetti's lexical quality hypothesis [4] argues that the properties of the quality of a lexical representation (i.e., what is stored in one's lexicon about a word) include phonological and syntactical information as well as information about meaning. This is why when models of reading highlight the strong role of language, they are usually highlighting the importance of vocabulary in reading as well.
Examples of the role for vocabulary and language in models of reading can be seen across theoretical camps. For example, the Simple View of Reading [5] describes reading as the product of word decoding and linguistic comprehension where linguistic comprehension is defined as "the process by which given lexical (i.e., word) information [vocabulary] , sentences and discourses are interpreted" [5] (p. 7). A competing model similarly places language in a central role with Goodman [6] describing reading as "a psycholinguistic guessing game [that] involves an interaction between thought and language" [6] (p. 2). Theorists suggest different reasons regarding how vocabulary knowledge supports reading comprehension. For example, the instrumentalist hypothesis suggests integrating the word meanings themselves is critical whereas the knowledge hypothesis posits that by knowing a word's meaning, one likely knows more about that topic area, leading to improved comprehension [7] . Importantly, for this paper, the theories and research consistently show a relationship between vocabulary and reading [2] . Thus, we believe that it is important to deepen our understanding of this relationship and determine what is relevant and irrelevant when modeling vocabulary. We argue that modeling techniques can help us build this deeper understanding of vocabulary and its relationship to reading.
Components of the Vocabulary Problem Space
Snow and Kim [8] argue that vocabulary presents a challenging problem space as compared with other literacy learning tasks (particularly decoding) for readers. Similarly, Pearson, Hiebert, and Kamil [2] argue that acknowledging and modeling the complexities of the problem space is necessary to building out understandings that can lead to improvements in both conceptualizations and understandings of links to instruction. In their seminal piece, they write, "if we are going to teach it more effectively and if we are going to better understand how it is implicated in reading comprehension, we must first address the vexing question of how we assess vocabulary knowledge and, even more challenging, vocabulary growth. In this essay, we argue that vocabulary assessment is grossly undernourished, both in its theoretical and practical aspects-that it has been driven by tradition, convenience, psychometric standards, and a quest for economy of effort rather than a clear conceptualization of its nature and relation to other aspects of reading expertise, most notably comprehension." [2] (p. 282) So what does that complicated problem space look like and how is it related to the models we propose? First, it may be helpful to think of vocabulary through dichotomies. These comparisons allow us to hone in on different aspects of vocabulary by explaining differences in the ways we use words. Vocabulary is often contrasted as either written or oral, productive or receptive; additionally, vocabulary knowledge is construed as either broad or deep, word-specific or word-general. These parameters allow us to think about vocabulary as a component of reading and listening, as well as writing and speaking. They also help demonstrate the fact that vocabulary can be a single measurable construct, while also representing a combination of a number of different aspects or components. We discuss a few of these components below.
Cognitive Demand
When thinking about vocabulary, it is helpful to think about the cognitive work involved and its impact on the size and depth of one's vocabulary. Importantly, people have different vocabularies across different cognitive contexts. Generally, receptive vocabulary involves less cognitive demand, meaning that children often score higher on receptive measures compared to productive measures. In other words, most people understand more words through reading and listening than they can produce through speech or writing.
Task Demands
Related, it is also important to consider the demands of vocabulary tasks. Here, Read [9] specified three key concepts for understanding vocabulary assessments: their embeddedness with comprehension, their selection of words to assess, and their tasks' provision of context. Additional test-taking literature highlights differences in item properties such as multiple choice vs. open response, etc. Understanding these three properties of assessments helps inform how our models try to separate construct-relevant variance-that is, students' vocabulary knowledge, from construct-irrelevant variance-that is, how good students are at certain kinds of test-taking tasks.
Breadth vs. Depth
Additionally, when describing vocabulary knowledge, researchers commonly distinguish between breadth and depth. Breadth of vocabulary knowledge refers simply to the quantity of words known, whereas depth of vocabulary knowledge refers to the richness of the understanding of those known words (e.g., [7, 10] ). While breadth is understood as a numerical quantity (i.e., we can count the number of words that a student knows), depth is thought of as a continuum of understanding, ranging from some recognition of a word to complete understanding of a word's various meanings and how to use it appropriately in a variety of contexts. Depth of vocabulary knowledge includes knowledge of multiple related meanings, including shades of meaning, knowledge of semantically related words including subordinates and superordinates, and the syntactic and pragmatic knowledge of whether and how to use a word in a given context (see later discussion).
Domain of Words
Another thing to consider is which words to assess and what performance on a certain set of words means. There are more than 200,000 words that readers might encounter in academic texts [11] . Recent work indicates there are a core group of words present in these texts (i.e., 2451 morphological families making up 58% of the 19,500 most frequent words in text [12] and we also know there are a larger set of academic words that students tend to encounter in their school learning [13] [14] [15] . We further know that words are learned in networks, including conceptual groups [16] and in morphological families [17] . This suggests that overall word knowledge likely matters more than knowledge of a specific word or set of words, unless that set of words represents a larger instructionally relevant principle (such as a concept or skill like learning words in morphological families).
Word-Specific vs. Word-General
Another distinction in vocabulary knowledge is often made between word-specific knowledge and word-general knowledge [18] . Word-specific knowledge includes breadth and depth of knowledge of individual word meanings. Word-general knowledge, on the other hand, involves metalinguistic knowledge about words and their meanings. One component of word-general knowledge is morphological awareness [19] . Morphology is the system by which smaller meaningful units, such as affixes and roots, are combined to form complex words. These units of meaning contribute to both the overall meaning and the syntactic function of the word, making them an important word-generative understanding. Another component of word-general knowledge is students' skill in using context to provide information about word meanings, or their contextual sensitivity [19] .
Word Characteristics
Yet another distinction relates to how not all words are created equal in terms of word learning. Vocabulary assessments need to consider the characteristics of words and how those characteristics relate to word learning. We identify these characteristics below in Table 1 and refer readers to a discussion of these characteristics [12] . The point, though, of emphasizing word characteristics is that these differences in words make it even more important to get at construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant variance. Perhaps the most important consideration within the larger problem space related to studying vocabulary is considering what is known about word knowledge, and this relates to the discussion of depth above. Here, we highlight Nagy and Scott's [20] principles of (1) incrementality, which specifies that word knowledge is not a dichotomous known-unknown state but a continuous spectrum of understanding; (2) polysemy, which notes that words often have multiple meanings; (3) multidimensionality, suggesting that word knowledge includes different kinds of knowledge such as denotation, connotation, or collocation; (4) interrelatedness, that is, word knowledge is linked to conceptually related understandings; and (5) heterogeneity indicating that a word's meaning is dependent on its function and structure. The reason these categories are so important is that these five properties of word knowledge inform the types of factors that might be modeled. We go into further detail regarding each of these aspects of word knowledge later.
A common-sense idea holds that word knowledge is incremental. A low amount of knowledge might involve merely recognizing a familiar word whereas much more knowledge is required to have a subtle and nuanced understanding of a word's multiple uses. In fact, as researchers have noted, incremental knowledge of word meaning is similar to vocabulary depth (explained previously), which has been shown to be crucial from early childhood through college age and adulthood [21, 22] . Beyond incremental knowledge, words also have multiple meanings-that is, they are polysemous. In fact, common words such as "set" and "run" have hundreds of meanings [1], ranging from everyday to quite specialized. Notably, Logan and Kieffer [23] found that seventh-grade students' knowledge of the particular academic meanings of words (that is, the polysemity of their vocabulary) uniquely predicted their comprehension, even when controlling for vocabulary breadth, awareness of everyday meanings of words, and decoding skills.
The third principle, multidimensionality, links to the idea of Perfetti's lexical quality hypothesis [4] : word knowledge is not just the semantics, but the orthographic, phonological, morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic aspects of its practical use. Nagy and Scott [20] point out that one student might recognize a word's orthographic form but be unable to use it in speech, while others might use a word in the proper academic register but misuse its denotation. This leads to the principle of interrelatedness, which notes that words exist in conceptual relation to other words. That is, "a person who already knows the words hot, cold, and cool has already acquired some of the components of the word warm" [20] (p. 272). Fitzgerald, Elmore, Kung, and Stenner [16] argue that, especially in science learning, the development of complex networks of interrelated vocabulary knowledge co-develops with children's understandings of complex concepts about the world around them. This is important because the goal of vocabulary growth is not an end, but a means of supporting students in communicating effectively with a myriad of audiences. The final principle, heterogeneity, posits that word knowledge includes knowledge of functional use. Here, word knowledge does not exist in isolation but as multifarious sources that can be used as tools to enable communication, with particular features for academic communication [13] . These principles show that a word's semantic knowledge is far more complex than knowledge of a single definition would imply and inform our view of possible construct-relevant factors to model within vocabulary.
Overall, the problem space related to vocabulary is clearly complex. Innovative vocabulary assessments that attend to the complexities of the vocabulary problem space are needed, as well as modeling techniques that can use these complexities as an asset rather than a hindrance. Next, we suggest some possible frameworks to use that take advantage of these complexities when modeling. These techniques can be used to unravel construct-relevant from construct-irrelevant variance. Note that the important part of these frameworks is that they attend to multiple complexities within the vocabulary problem space.
Potential Frameworks
As an introduction to our presentation of models, it is important to revisit a few hows and whys of statistical modeling. Statistical modeling maintains goals of prediction and explanation [24] . Within the explanatory mechanism, the latent variable modeling approach of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) estimates how well a hypothesized model can fit, or partition well, the variance-covariance matrix to a set of user-specified latent factors indicated by manifest variables. Here, the researcher can compare models with different hypothesized structures, and the extent to which a specified model fits well according to combinations of incremental, comparative, or absolute fit indexes allows a researcher to begin identification of construct-relevant or construct-irrelevant sources of variance [25] .
Consider the example of reading comprehension. In many assessment situations, students are administered multiple passages to read followed by a set of comprehension questions. Researchers will often simply sum the scores across the items without considering that the items have important contextual factors. One contextual factor that is frequently ignored is that items exist within passages; passages can be expository or narrative. Ignoring the potential influence of expository or narrative text on students' performance might limit our understanding of individual differences in students' reading comprehension and impact instructional implications. Another contextual factor is that across a set of passages there may be items within each passage that are designed to measure instructionally relevant skills, such as the author's purpose, selecting the main idea, or vocabulary. Here too, simply summing the items across the passages to obtain a global reading comprehension score not only limits the utility of the score but could provide misinformation about a student's ability.
CFA affords a number of modeling choices that surpass the simple summing of scores, and these modeling choices maintain inherent flexibility to include, among other attributes, single or multiple latent variables, simple or complex loading solutions, and correlated or uncorrelated constructs. One of the most well-known expressions of a CFA is a single-factor, or unidimensional, model whereby one latent construct is specified to be indicated by one or more measured variables. When more than one latent construct is specified, the CFA is known as a multidimensional or correlated trait model. Within this multidimensional model, each of the two or more constructs are indicated by respective, or sometimes cross-loading, measured variables and the constructs are typically estimated to correlate with each other. More complex CFAs can be readily specified, but for the purposes of this paper we focus on four types: (1) the single-factor model, (2) the correlated trait model, (3) the bi-factor model, and (4) the tri-factor model.
Beyond single factor and correlated trait models, a bi-factor model [26] hypothesizes that the measured variables simultaneously indicate two latent variables: A global construct designed to measure construct-relevant variance, and one or two or more latent constructs (i.e., sometimes referred to as specific constructs) that measure structures within and uniquely separable from the global construct. These specific constructs can be construct-relevant (e.g., skills like author's purpose, selecting the main idea, etc) or construct-irrelevant (e.g., multiple choice vs. cloze responses). The specific construct(s) are indicated by a subset of items whereas the global construct is indicated by items across the specific constructs. For example, when students read multiple reading comprehension passages, the item-level responses to questions may include information that loads simultaneously on a global latent variable of reading comprehension as well as a specific latent variable that is specific to the passage to which the item belongs [27] . An example of construct-relevant variance might be the global latent variable of reading comprehension and an example of construct-irrelevant variance would be the latent variables associated with passage effects. The global reading comprehension factor, in this case, would be malleable for teachers to instruct on (i.e., construct-relevant variance), and the specific passage effects would be nuisance constructs (i.e., construct-irrelevant variance [28] ). Latent factors in the bi-factor model are typically set to be uncorrelated as the theory of bi-factor models is that the covariance among measured variables is not best explained by latent correlations for specific constructs but instead represented by a global construct. An example of a bi-factor model in language research is Goodwin et al. [29] who found that a bi-factor model was best for representing morphological knowledge data.
A tri-factor model is an extension of a bi-factor where measured variables would simultaneously indicate three latent variables. This model has not been frequently used within educational research; however, psychology researchers have used it to unpack variance attributions to theoretical constructs, maternal raters, and paternal raters [30] . With these exemplary CFA model-types in mind, our framework building approach described below is focused on identifying construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant variance with the idea of modeling vocabulary in ways that lead to deeper understandings of vocabulary development and links to instruction.
Proposed Models

Model 1: Single Factor Model
We begin by thinking about how to measure what students know about words in general. We first consider vocabulary as a single, albeit complex, construct. Here, we draw on the consistent findings that vocabulary is related to reading comprehension (i.e., usually correlations between 0.6 and 0.8 between reading comprehension and vocabulary [2] ) and in general, people who have strong vocabularies tend to know a lot about words. The fact that a reader does not know a specific low-frequency word or even piece of word knowledge (i.e., a specific meaning) is unlikely to affect reading in general [31] . The single factor model (i.e., unidimensional model, see Figure 1 ) uses multiple measures of vocabulary, but conceptualizes these measures as overlapping. In other words, what is measured by one vocabulary measure might be slightly different from the other vocabulary measure, but both measures assess a broader vocabulary construct (i.e., what students know about words). Here, a single construct is modeled and, when presenting with significant variance or loadings, would be assumed to have construct-relevant variance. simultaneously on a global latent variable of reading comprehension as well as a specific latent variable that is specific to the passage to which the item belongs [27] . An example of constructrelevant variance might be the global latent variable of reading comprehension and an example of construct-irrelevant variance would be the latent variables associated with passage effects. The global reading comprehension factor, in this case, would be malleable for teachers to instruct on (i.e., construct-relevant variance), and the specific passage effects would be nuisance constructs (i.e., construct-irrelevant variance [28] ). Latent factors in the bi-factor model are typically set to be uncorrelated as the theory of bi-factor models is that the covariance among measured variables is not best explained by latent correlations for specific constructs but instead represented by a global construct. An example of a bi-factor model in language research is Goodwin et al. [29] who found that a bi-factor model was best for representing morphological knowledge data.
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We begin by thinking about how to measure what students know about words in general. We first consider vocabulary as a single, albeit complex, construct. Here, we draw on the consistent findings that vocabulary is related to reading comprehension (i.e., usually correlations between .6 and .8 between reading comprehension and vocabulary [2] ) and in general, people who have strong vocabularies tend to know a lot about words. The fact that a reader does not know a specific lowfrequency word or even piece of word knowledge (i.e., a specific meaning) is unlikely to affect reading in general [31] . The single factor model (i.e., unidimensional model, see Figure 1 ) uses multiple measures of vocabulary, but conceptualizes these measures as overlapping. In other words, what is measured by one vocabulary measure might be slightly different from the other vocabulary measure, but both measures assess a broader vocabulary construct (i.e., what students know about words). Here, a single construct is modeled and, when presenting with significant variance or loadings, would be assumed to have construct-relevant variance. Conceptualizing vocabulary as unidimensional tends to be a default perspective in terms of modeling vocabulary for much of educational research (see [2, 19] for explanations). It is also one of the first steps when exploring whether modeling additional complexities makes sense within a researcher's vocabulary data. For example, Kieffer and Lesaux [19] explored whether vocabulary was best modeled as a single (i.e., unidimensional) factor or a multidimensional construct (i.e., correlated trait model). Here, sixth graders were assessed on thirteen reading-based vocabulary measures with the goal of better understanding vocabulary knowledge. These measures assessed knowledge of synonyms, multiple meanings, context clues, and morphological knowledge, with all assessments assessing different words. Confirmatory factor analysis suggested that a single factor model for this Conceptualizing vocabulary as unidimensional tends to be a default perspective in terms of modeling vocabulary for much of educational research (see [2, 19] for explanations). It is also one of the first steps when exploring whether modeling additional complexities makes sense within a researcher's vocabulary data. For example, Kieffer and Lesaux [19] explored whether vocabulary was best modeled as a single (i.e., unidimensional) factor or a multidimensional construct (i.e., correlated trait model). Here, sixth graders were assessed on thirteen reading-based vocabulary measures with the goal of better understanding vocabulary knowledge. These measures assessed knowledge of synonyms, multiple meanings, context clues, and morphological knowledge, with all assessments assessing different words. Confirmatory factor analysis suggested that a single factor model for this data was not as good of a fit to the data as a multidimensional model (i.e., correlated trait model), providing evidence of the importance of modeling these structures within vocabulary data.
Model 2: Correlated Trait Model
A primary finding of the research reviewed above is that there are different aspects of word knowledge that are key to the development of children's vocabulary and which likely link to how words are instructed. Correlated trait models (see Figure 2 ) can model these different aspects as unique and related. Here, the key principle is to measure multiple aspects of word knowledge (e.g., definitional, relational, and incremental), with the expectation that the measures will group together as a means of conveying construct-relevant structures. The way in which the measures group together inform how a person's lexicon (i.e., vocabulary) develops. With that said, the components usually are hypothesized as meaningful to the larger construct and therefore, again, the correlated trait model conceptualizes components as construct-relevant, largely ignoring construct-irrelevant structures. data was not as good of a fit to the data as a multidimensional model (i.e., correlated trait model), providing evidence of the importance of modeling these structures within vocabulary data.
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Figure 2. Model 2: Correlated Trait Model
An example of this can be found in Kieffer and Lesaux's study [19] described previously. Use of the correlated trait model showed the vocabulary data best fit this multidimensional model and showed how the different measures of word knowledge might come together within one's lexicon (i.e., aspects of word knowledge that one might know about words). The results indicated the best fitting model consisted of three highly related, but distinct dimensions, which the authors termed breadth, contextual sensitivity, and morphological awareness. Breadth was made up of assessments where students had to provide synonyms, multiple meanings, and semantic associations for given words. Contextual sensitivity was made up of assessments of students' success at using context clues to determine word meanings. Morphological awareness was made up of real-world decomposition tasks and nonword suffix tasks. This model held for both fluent English students and dual language learners who spoke a language other than English at home, suggesting its robustness and importance in future vocabulary modeling. In this study, the correlated trait model was able to identify specific aspects of vocabulary knowledge (i.e., groupings of vocabulary tasks) that helped the researchers understand how vocabulary knowledge developed for fluent English students as compared to students who were developing multiple languages (i.e., spoke a language other than English at home). Linking to the larger vocabulary literature, the three dimensions of vocabulary knowledge modeled appear to represent different aspects of word knowledge, skills (context clue use), and linguistic awareness (morphological awareness) that could be used to figure out word meanings and build vocabulary.
The benefit of using correlated trait models when modeling vocabulary is that researchers can begin to identify structures present in vocabulary knowledge, or important aspects of word knowledge to model. Here, the individual factors are assumed to maintain construct-relevant variance. Additionally, in correlated-traits models, the constructs are estimated to correlate with each other, and often do to a high level. Those high correlations could be hiding a different source of variance that is not modeled which could be better captured by a general factor (see description of next model). For example, in the study described previously [19] , the correlations between vocabulary breadth and contextual sensitivity were high (r = 0.85). This correlation may be indicative of variance that could be captured by a general factor of vocabulary knowledge. This leads us to our next model. An example of this can be found in Kieffer and Lesaux's study [19] described previously. Use of the correlated trait model showed the vocabulary data best fit this multidimensional model and showed how the different measures of word knowledge might come together within one's lexicon (i.e., aspects of word knowledge that one might know about words). The results indicated the best fitting model consisted of three highly related, but distinct dimensions, which the authors termed breadth, contextual sensitivity, and morphological awareness. Breadth was made up of assessments where students had to provide synonyms, multiple meanings, and semantic associations for given words. Contextual sensitivity was made up of assessments of students' success at using context clues to determine word meanings. Morphological awareness was made up of real-world decomposition tasks and nonword suffix tasks. This model held for both fluent English students and dual language learners who spoke a language other than English at home, suggesting its robustness and importance in future vocabulary modeling. In this study, the correlated trait model was able to identify specific aspects of vocabulary knowledge (i.e., groupings of vocabulary tasks) that helped the researchers understand how vocabulary knowledge developed for fluent English students as compared to students who were developing multiple languages (i.e., spoke a language other than English at home). Linking to the larger vocabulary literature, the three dimensions of vocabulary knowledge modeled appear to represent different aspects of word knowledge, skills (context clue use), and linguistic awareness (morphological awareness) that could be used to figure out word meanings and build vocabulary.
The benefit of using correlated trait models when modeling vocabulary is that researchers can begin to identify structures present in vocabulary knowledge, or important aspects of word knowledge to model. Here, the individual factors are assumed to maintain construct-relevant variance. Additionally, in correlated-traits models, the constructs are estimated to correlate with each other, and often do to a high level. Those high correlations could be hiding a different source of variance that is not modeled which could be better captured by a general factor (see description of next model). For example, in the study described previously [19] , the correlations between vocabulary breadth and contextual sensitivity were high (r = 0.85). This correlation may be indicative of variance that could be captured by a general factor of vocabulary knowledge. This leads us to our next model.
Model 3: Bi-Factor Model
While dimensionality findings establish related but distinct dimensions of vocabulary knowledge (i.e., multiple aspects of word knowledge), these models do not address how the factors overlap and how they might be separate from the larger construct. Here, we argue that while these constructs are indeed distinct, the relationships between them represent meaningful overlap such that it is best modeled as a higher level construct. In other words, the measured variables are best represented by a bi-factor model (see Figure 3) with an overarching global construct that stems from the overlap of all items as well as specific latent constructs that measure underlying structures within and uniquely separable from this global construct. 
While dimensionality findings establish related but distinct dimensions of vocabulary knowledge (i.e., multiple aspects of word knowledge), these models do not address how the factors overlap and how they might be separate from the larger construct. Here, we argue that while these constructs are indeed distinct, the relationships between them represent meaningful overlap such that it is best modeled as a higher level construct. In other words, the measured variables are best represented by a bi-factor model (see Figure 3) with an overarching global construct that stems from the overlap of all items as well as specific latent constructs that measure underlying structures within and uniquely separable from this global construct.
Figure 3. Model 3: Bi-factor Model
Two recent publications show the importance and power of using bi-factor models when modeling vocabulary. First, when modeling morphological knowledge, Goodwin, Petscher, Carlisle, and Mitchell [29] showed that performance on seven morphological knowledge tasks for middle schoolers was best represented by a bi-factor model consisting of a general factor of morphological knowledge and specific factors representing differences in how tasks assessed different facets of morphological knowledge. For example, some tasks assessed morphological knowledge related to decoding while another assessed morphological knowledge as applied to determining word meanings. While tasks have been mentioned in the literature review as representing constructirrelevant variance, in this study, variance related to tasks is construct-relevant because the task conveys a skill that is potentially instructionally relevant (e.g., applying morphological understandings to figuring out a word's meaning) rather than a cognitive action (e.g., choosing amongst answers in a multiple choice task) that is unrelated to the larger construct. These researchers showed different predictive relationships to larger literacy constructs between the general and specific factors identified. For example, the general factor and the specific factor of morphological meaning processing were positively related to standardized reading comprehension and vocabulary, whereas the specific factor of generating morphologically related words was only positively associated with standardized vocabulary knowledge.
Another example of a bi-factor model is Kieffer, Petscher, Proctor, and Silverman's [32] analysis of language skills. Here, two different studies presented in this single paper showed multiple supports for conceptualizing language as a bi-factor model. In these studies, language was made up of a general factor and specific factors of morphological awareness and vocabulary and in one study, syntax. The main idea related to assessing vocabulary is that assessments of vocabulary likely tap into general vocabulary, which is itself important to language and literacy performance. Assessments of vocabulary similarly tap knowledge of specific aspects of vocabulary which themselves represent unique pieces of knowledge or skills that are likely instructionally relevant. In the two studies described, the general and specific factors were conceptualized as construct-relevant, but bi-factor models can also identify construct-irrelevant variance (i.e., tasks) depending on design. For example, in the Goodwin et al. study [29] , the specific factors related to tasks represented meaningful ways that morphological skills were applied to different literacy tasks. Alternatively, the tasks could have been related to specific cognitive skills rather than morphological skills, which would allow for Two recent publications show the importance and power of using bi-factor models when modeling vocabulary. First, when modeling morphological knowledge, Goodwin, Petscher, Carlisle, and Mitchell [29] showed that performance on seven morphological knowledge tasks for middle schoolers was best represented by a bi-factor model consisting of a general factor of morphological knowledge and specific factors representing differences in how tasks assessed different facets of morphological knowledge. For example, some tasks assessed morphological knowledge related to decoding while another assessed morphological knowledge as applied to determining word meanings. While tasks have been mentioned in the literature review as representing construct-irrelevant variance, in this study, variance related to tasks is construct-relevant because the task conveys a skill that is potentially instructionally relevant (e.g., applying morphological understandings to figuring out a word's meaning) rather than a cognitive action (e.g., choosing amongst answers in a multiple choice task) that is unrelated to the larger construct. These researchers showed different predictive relationships to larger literacy constructs between the general and specific factors identified. For example, the general factor and the specific factor of morphological meaning processing were positively related to standardized reading comprehension and vocabulary, whereas the specific factor of generating morphologically related words was only positively associated with standardized vocabulary knowledge.
Another example of a bi-factor model is Kieffer, Petscher, Proctor, and Silverman's [32] analysis of language skills. Here, two different studies presented in this single paper showed multiple supports for conceptualizing language as a bi-factor model. In these studies, language was made up of a general factor and specific factors of morphological awareness and vocabulary and in one study, syntax. The main idea related to assessing vocabulary is that assessments of vocabulary likely tap into general vocabulary, which is itself important to language and literacy performance. Assessments of vocabulary similarly tap knowledge of specific aspects of vocabulary which themselves represent unique pieces of knowledge or skills that are likely instructionally relevant. In the two studies described, the general and specific factors were conceptualized as construct-relevant, but bi-factor models can also identify construct-irrelevant variance (i.e., tasks) depending on design. For example, in the Goodwin et al. study [29] , the specific factors related to tasks represented meaningful ways that morphological skills were applied to different literacy tasks. Alternatively, the tasks could have been related to specific cognitive skills rather than morphological skills, which would allow for modeling the construct-irrelevant variance discussed. The challenge is to have enough measures to capture all these structures, and for that, we turn to our next model, the tri-factor model.
Model 4: Tri-Factor Model
The tri-factor model (see Figure 4 ) models additional structures; it extends the bi-factor model to include three latent variables (a general factor, specific factors related to one structure like the aspects of word knowledge described above, and specific factors related to a different structure like task differences described above). As mentioned in our discussion of these statistical models, tri-factor models are rarely used in educational research. Still, given the layers of complexity involved in assessing vocabulary, they may be useful when researchers have enough assessments to model various structures. Factors, then, can be modeled as latent variables that are potentially construct-relevant or construct-irrelevant. Based on the vocabulary literature, a way that tri-factor models may be useful when modeling vocabulary is that the first latent variable type would include tasks. This conceptualization of tasks is, at the lowest level, representing different cognitive actions (e.g., multiple choice vs. sentence completion) that are construct-irrelevant such that an educator would not want to instruct how to complete the specific tasks because the latent skills, not the tasks, are what matters. In other words, the educator would not want to instruct students how to complete a multiple choice assessment, instead teaching the content or skills being assessed. The second latent variable type includes skills or components of knowledge. These are the components that other models have found (e.g., building definitions, understanding interrelatedness, using context clues, and unraveling heterogeneity) that are construct-relevant and instructionally relevant such that a teacher would want to instruct these larger skills. Here, for example, an educator might teach how to use units of meaning like root words or affixes to determine the meaning of an unfamiliar word (i.e., the skill of applying principles of morphology to determining meaning of words). The third latent variable type is the global trait, here vocabulary knowledge, which represents overall ability on the larger construct. An educator or researcher might use this information to determine overall performance and, in the case of vocabulary, evaluate whether building vocabulary is something that needs to be targeted intensely for example if a student scored low or whether it could be used to support other literacy skills if the student scored well. To the best of our knowledge, work has not been published in this area, but the problem space of vocabulary suggests it might be a helpful modeling tool. Initial analyses of our morphology data from our three years of development of a standardized gamified language assessment (Monster, PI to be discussed later) indicates this structure fits best. Here, 15 piloted tasks are best fit by a general factor of morphological knowledge (construct-relevant), four skills representing specific factors or specific components of morphological knowledge (construct-relevant), and specific factors related to each task used to measure morphological knowledge (construct-irrelevant). Because we had multiple tasks assessing each skill, the tri-factor model allowed us to separate the construct-relevant variance related to skills from the construct-irrelevant variance related to the cognitive skills needed to do each task. This clarifies structures that are usually ignored without such modeling techniques. The potential power of understanding the relationships between tasks and skills is that it offers teachers concrete examples of what a particular skill looks like. More importantly, it has the potential to show teachers multiple ways to support students' vocabulary learning. For example, an assessment which gives teachers information about each of the ten tasks might be hard to translate into instruction, as the tasks themselves might not translate into instructional activities. Equally The potential power of understanding the relationships between tasks and skills is that it offers teachers concrete examples of what a particular skill looks like. More importantly, it has the potential to show teachers multiple ways to support students' vocabulary learning. For example, an assessment which gives teachers information about each of the ten tasks might be hard to translate into instruction, as the tasks themselves might not translate into instructional activities. Equally challenging to use might be an assessment which gives teachers information about a single dimension of vocabulary knowledge (e.g., morphology); teachers might struggle to break that large problem space into instructional activities. Grouping the tasks into clearly articulated subskills, however, might offer both a stronger rationale for teaching these skills as well as presenting teachers with multiple examples of activities and assessments that tap those skills. These examples could be starting points for teachers who are themselves learning about the complexity of vocabulary knowledge.
Another example of how the tri-factor model could help sort construct-relevant from constructirrelevant variance includes models that allow for specifying specific factors for the specific words studied. Although dimensionality related to individual words has been shown in work using other models [17, 33] , tri-factor models allow for constructing three latent variables: one representing general knowledge, one representing skills, and one representing words. Here, at the lowest level, the latent factors representing each word reflects knowledge of each specific word, which tends to be construct-irrelevant because knowledge of a single word or even a single set of words is unlikely to support larger literacy efforts. In other words, knowledge of weather vocabulary only supports literacy endeavors that include those specific words in texts, and, therefore, the goal is to teach large networks of words rather than word-by-word. The second latent variable type includes skills or components of word knowledge, similar to that described above. Here, performance is construct-relevant because this involves larger principles of word instruction such as highlighting the polysemous nature of words. The third latent variable represents general vocabulary knowledge, which again provides educators with an overall understanding of the students' understandings of words in general. Our work in developing the Monster, PI language assessment, highlighted later, indicates the tri-factor model was the best fitting model for our vocabulary data. In our data, the skills represented performance in definition, word relation, verbal analogy, and polysemy tasks, and these skills were separable from performance on each specific word. Linking to theory and instruction, it is likely that general vocabulary knowledge and students' different aspects of word knowledge are important factors in their language and literacy efforts (i.e., construct-relevant), but that their performance on a specific word is less relevant and less in need of instruction (i.e., construct-irrelevant).
Development of a Standardized Language Assessment
The models described previously were critical in our work developing a standardized, gamified middle school language assessment, which we call Monster, PI. This assessment assesses student understandings of written language, specifically of morphology, vocabulary, and syntax. Because it is a computer adaptive test (CAT), students start by taking a set of items and then take harder or easier items depending on their performance. How these items are delivered is based on which of the structures described above fits bests. Items continue to be delivered until a stable score is determined that represents a student's abilities. The items are embedded in a game format as 'puzzles' that students solve to earn clues to capture a monster who is wreaking havoc on the city. Crucial here is that we used these models to figure out the best structures to represent our constructs and data, resulting in a valid and reliable assessment.
We began by considering language and each construct within language (i.e., morphology, vocabulary, and syntax) as potentially multidimensional. We then identified different sources of construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant variance to consider. Informed by the models above, we considered various tasks and words in which skills could be embedded such that if the structures fit accordingly, we could separate out skill performance from task performance and/or performance on specific words. At the same time, we could also look across performance on all skills to identify general construct performance, allowing Monster, PI to convey general written language ability as well as ability in morphology, vocabulary, and syntax. Identifying and choosing tasks and then matching them with skills was challenging, but because our work was informed by the models above, we designed and assessed multiple measures for each word, skill, and construct allowing the complexity of the problem space of language and vocabulary to serve as supports in building our assessment. Our hypothesized models often had to be adjusted based on our combination of theory and statistics, and this family of models ultimately provided a structure to our data that we could then convey to teachers in a meaningful way.
An advantage to our final model was the ability to sort out construct-relevant from construct-irrelevant data as both our morphology and vocabulary models ultimately fit best as tri-factor models where the construct-relevant latents were the general factors (i.e., general vocabulary and general morphological knowledge) and the skills being assessed. For vocabulary, skills included the ability to determine (1) definitions, (2) word relations like antonyms and synonyms, (3) polysemous meanings, and (4) verbal analogies. For morphology, skills identified included (1) identification of units of meaning, (2) use of suffixes, (3) application to meaning, and (4) reading and spelling of morphologically complex words. Scores showing performance in these skills are construct relevant because an educator could design instruction around each of these skills. The construct-irrelevant latents represented specific knowledge of words (i.e., for vocabulary) or tasks (i.e., for morphology). As mentioned, these are construct-irrelevant because teaching a single word or set of words would be unlikely to build general vocabulary and similarly, teaching a certain task like multiple choice or fill in the blank would not build the desired understandings related to vocabulary. For each model, we initially hypothesized additional tasks that were ultimately not retained because they did not explain additional construct-relevant variance. Lessons here indicate that development of vocabulary assessments must include multiple tasks and then must consider whether each task contributes meaningfully to the larger model. Additionally, for both constructs, we originally hypothesized an additional skill which ultimately did not fit our data, suggesting that these models can be helpful in identifying potentially relevant skills for instruction and eliminating others. These models have supported us in developing a reliable and valid standardized, gamified, computer adaptive assessment of language. This assessment will serve both researchers and practitioners in developing understandings of what students know and considering possible instructional interventions for better supporting developing readers.
Discussion
Empirical research and theory development in vocabulary paint a complex picture of vocabulary. Researchers continue to grapple with how to best model complexities related to vocabulary. In this paper, we have presented a family of models that can capitalize on many of the complexities identified within the larger vocabulary literature to model structures that build an understanding of children's vocabulary development and links to instruction. Specifically, we argue that these structures can help researchers model construct-relevant variance vs. construct-irrelevant variance. Such distinctions are critical to obtaining accurate understandings that can move the field forward.
The various modeling strategies suggested offer different insights for vocabulary research. Single factor vs multidimensional models can help researchers understand their own data in light of what the larger field is suggesting: that vocabulary is multidimensional in various ways. There is a use for single factor models, though. A researcher may be interested in one aspect of vocabulary or may find that some of the dichotomies suggested within the literature (e.g., breadth vs. depth) do not stand when tested in these models or may even vary for learners at different ages or who are considering different sets of words. As such, single factor models can serve to highlight similarities and overlap within the larger vocabulary landscape. Multidimensional models, in contrast, can serve to highlight potentially important similarities and differences. Correlated trait models identify unique, but often correlated factors. Bi-factor models offer a larger understanding, exploring structures for these more specific factors but also modeling a larger general factor. Bi-factor and tri-factor models help us model additional structures that can be important to moving the field forward. Here, distinctions between construct-relevant and construct-irrelevant variance take center stage. These models allow for modeling a general factor and specific instructionally relevant skills while at the same time separating out noise that may be distracting from these more important understandings. This noise might be related to how students perform on a particular task or a particular word or set of words.
Limitations
One thing to keep in mind is that these models are just a starting point, and also have their challenges as well. First, these models require extensive data collection (e.g., 13 different measures of vocabulary [19] ) and detailed assessment design (e.g., our work with Monster, PI, which examined and tested more than 20 tasks over three years). Additionally, replication studies are important as models are likely to vary when considering student differences such as those related to language background or age. While some of the studies contained students from diverse language backgrounds (e.g., [17, 19] ), consistent attention to the nuances of vocabulary remains essential, including how students' local and vernacular English vocabulary intersects with the principles of academic English. In addition, all of the studies described here focus on students' vocabulary learning at the crucial ages of upper elementary through the end of middle school (i.e., grades [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . How might these models translate to learners across the developmental spectrum? Furthermore, while these studies offer exciting insights into the complex problem space of vocabulary, it can be difficult to translate the insights of these models into instructional practice. Developing teacher-friendly ways to discuss the implications of these models could be a way for this research to better impact students.
Overall, the models described here are a sampling of choices one may use when exploring the richness of complexity related to vocabulary. Beyond these sets of models, other emerging analytics assist researchers with simultaneously modeling the relation between person-level attributes and word-level attributes in understanding individual differences related to word-level performance [17, 34, 35] . These models are known by a variety of names including generalized linear mixed models, cross-classified models, and explanatory item response models. The framework of these methods involves parsing and explaining variance in item-level responses that are due to individual differences and that are due to item differences [36] . Such models take into account the fact that different readers learn different words differently and hence might be useful next steps. An additional step is to model interactions with instruction [17] as word learning is often dependent on instruction.
Conclusions
The models suggested in this paper mark an important first step in modeling complexities related to vocabulary, including construct-relevant vs. construct-irrelevant variance. Such models can be helpful when designing a vocabulary assessment and when modeling vocabulary more broadly. It is our hope that illustrating and comparing these models might inform future study designs that can capitalize rather than struggle with the complexity of vocabulary. We hope this discussion will support others in selecting the appropriate analytical models to enrich theory and practice.
